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An Extended SAT Solver for Cardinality Constraints
Yuji YAMANE
SAT (boolean SATis¯ability problem) is the problem of determining if the variables
of a given Boolean formula in CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form) can be assigned in
such a way as to make the formula evaluate to true, or determining whether no such
assignments exist. SAT is the ¯rst known example of an NP-complete problem. That
brie°y means that there is no known algorithm that e±ciently solves all instances of
SAT.
Now, modern CDCL (Con°ict-Driven Clause Learning) solvers can e±ciently solve
a large enough subset of SAT instances to be useful in various practical areas such
as circuit design and automatic theorem proving and software veri¯cation, by solving
SAT instances made by transforming problems that arise in those areas. However,
Cardinality constraints generated from real-world problems are often a bottleneck of
SAT solving.
This paper proposes an extended CNF that can express cardinality constraints and
allows high-performance unit propagation. We have implemented it on MiniSat2.2,
the newest version of MiniSat which is one of the most popular SAT solvers, by
improving deduction and propagation to work with the extended CNF.
To evaluate the performance improvement over the original MiniSat2.2, we made
an experiment on this extented solver, named ex-sat, with the ITC2007 benchmark
set that contains cardinality constraints problems. Our experimental results show
that ex-sat outperforms MiniSat2.2 by a factor of 1.8.
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??SAT ???????? CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form) ???????????






² ? 2????SAT ????????????????????
² ? 3?????????????????
















???????? 1 ??? (unit clause) ????????????? k ????
????? at-least-k ? (??) ???????
² CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form??????)








decision ? propagation ?????????????????????????
² lemma (learnd clause????)
con°ict ????????????????????????????
² ????? (decision level)
????????????????????????????
² ???? (cardinality constraints)
???????????????? (?????) ????????
² at-least-k ?? (at-least-k constraints)
????? 1 ?????????? k ?????????????????
1.3 ???? 4
² at-most-k ?? (at-most-k constraints)
????? 1 ?????????? k ?????????????????
² ??? (special clause)
???????????????????
² at-least-k ? (at-least-k clause)
at-least-k ?????????????????????? k ?????????
???????????????????????at-most-k ??? at-least-(n-k)
????????
² ??? (normal clause)
?????????????????????????????? at-least-1 ??
?????
² ?? SAT (extended SAT)




??? [2] [13] [15] ??? MiniSat2.2 [11] ???????????????MiniSAT
????? SAT ???????MiniSat2.2 ???? (2012? 1?) ?????????
2.1 ??
??????? (Boolean Satis¯ability problem: SAT) ?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????




SAT ?????????? CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form??????) ???
?????????SAT ???? DIMACS ??????????? CNF ?????
????????????
2.1 ?? 6¶ ³
p cnf 4 4
c 4 variables, 4 clauses
1 2 0
1 -2 3 0
1 -3 0
3 4 0µ ´
??? 1 ???????????p cnf ???? ?????????????????c?
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????0 ?????????
?????????4 ???6 ?????4 ????? CNF ????????????
????
??????????¶ ³
Ã = (a _ b) ^ (a _ :b _ c) ^ (a _ :c) ^ (c _ d)µ ´
CNF Ã ?????????????????????????? a = True?b =
False?c = True?d = False ?????? Ã ??????????????????




² ?????? (systematic solver)
CNF ???????????????????????????









??? SAT ????????? CDCL (Con°ict Driven Clause Learning) ???
???????????????????????????? DPLL ????????
?????????CDCL ????????????? CDCL ???????????
????CDCL ??????????????? DPLL ????????1960?62 ?
? Davis? Putnam? Logemann? Loveland ??????????DPLL ?????
???Davis ? Putnam ???????????????? resolution ????? DP
???????????Davis?Logemann?Loveland ???????????????
???????????????????
DPLL ????????????????????????? CDCL ???????






















º = propagate(Ã, º)
if º(Ã) = 1 then return 1
if º(Ã) = 0 then
if dl = 0 then return 0
(C, bl) := analyze(Ã, º)
Ã := Ã [ fCg
º := f(xi, vi) 2 º j lv(xi) · bl g
dl := bl
else
dl := dl + 1
choose an unassigned variable x and its
value v
º := º [ f(x, v)g
end
? 2.1 CDCL ??????
??????????????????????





² DLIS (Dynamic Largest Individual Sum)





² VSIDS (Variable State Independent Decaying Sum)







???????? unit clause rule ??????????? 1 ????????????
??????? False ???????????????? True ?????????? 1
??????? True ??????????????????????????????
???? (unit clause)???????????? (unit literal) ???????????
?????? True ?????????????????????? (unit propagation)
???? BCP (Boolean Constraint Propagation) ????BCP ?????????
?????????????????? SAT ????????? 80% ???????
???????BCP ????? SAT ??????????
? 2.2????????? propagate ???????????????
propagate(Ã, º)
Ã: a CNF formula, º: a variable assignment
begin
while 9 C¸1 2 Ã (C¸1 is a unit clause) and
º(Ã) 6= 0 do
l := the unassigned literal in C¸1
º := º [ f(var(l); sign(l))g
return º
end
? 2.2 BCP??? propagate()?????????
?? propagate ?????? CNF ?????? Ã ???????????? º ??
2.2 ???????? 10
????º ???????????????????????º(Ã) ? 1 ???????
??0 ????????????????????? 1 ???????????????
?????????????????????
????????????????????
² ?????? (counter-based BCP)
GRASP [5] ?????? SAT ??????????????????????
????????????????? 2 ??????????????? True ?
??? False ???????????????????????????????
??????????? False ??????????????????????
??????????????? False ????????????? 1 ????




² ??????? (Head/Tail List)
???? 2 ?????????????????????????? 2 ????




² 2??????? (2-literal watching)
??????????????? 2 ????????????????????
CDCL ??????????????????????????? 2 ?????











² ?????????? (chronological backtracking)
DPLL ?????????True ? False ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? True ? False ????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????




² ??????????? (nonchronological backtracking)
???????????? CDCL ?????????????????????
SAT ??????????????????????????????????










?????????????????????? x5 ?????? 5 ????
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{ UIP (Unique Implication Point)
??????????????????????????????? decision
?????????????????????? UIP ????? 2.3 ??
x5?x8?:x9 ? UIP ????
{ ¯rst UIP
?????????????? UIP ? ¯rst UIP ????? 2.3?? :x9 ?
¯rst UIP?????????¯ rst UIP??????????????????
??????????????????????? C 0 = f:x1;:x2; x9;:x14g
????????????????????? 2.3????????????
?? x1 ? x2 ? x14 ??????????C 0 ?????????????
????? C 00 = f:x1;:x2; x9g ???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
resolution ??????????????????????????????




?????? C 00 ?????????????????? f 1?2?5 g ?????
? x9 ?????? 2 ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????







² VSIDS-dvo (VSIDS dynamic variable order)
² 2???????
² ????? (restart)
² phase saving (progress saving)
² blocking literals
2.3.1 VSIDS-dvo (VSIDS dynamic variable order)
MiniSat ???VSIDS ??????? VSIDS-dvo ??????? [2]?VSIDS-dvo
??????????????





5. 2 ?? 4 ???????????
VSIDS ? VSIDS-dvo ????????????????????????????
???VSIDS-dvo ???????????? phase saving ????????????
2.3 MiniSat2.2????????? 14








MiniSat ?? 2-literal watching ????????????????????????
? 2 ?????????????????????????????????????
???? watches[p] (ws) ??????? p ???????????? p ???? 0 ?
?? 1 ??????????????????Solver::propagate() ?????????
????????????? p ? trail ??????????watches[p] ???????
????????????????? MiniSat2.2 ? Solver::propagate() ??????
????????????????blocking literals ??????????????
2.3 MiniSat2.2????????? 15
blocking literals???? Solver::propagate()??¶ ³
CRef Solver::propagate()f
?? while ( trail is not empty )f
???? Lit p = trail[qhead++]
???? vec <Watcher>& ws = watches[p]
???? make sure the false literal is c[1]
???? for each clause of ws jcjf
?????? if ( c[0] is true ) f
???????? clause is already satis¯ed, continue
?????? g else
???????? for ( for i in 2..c.size()-1 )
????????? if ( c[i] is not false )
?????????? swap(c[1], c[i]), looking for new watch
?????? if ( c[0] is false ) f





?? return CRef Undef;
gµ ´
ws ?? p ? 0 ??? 1 ?????????????????????p ? True ?
????????????????????ws ??????? c ??? 0 ??? 1 ?
?? False ?????????????????????MiniSat ???? 1 ????
?? False ???????????????????? 2.4????????
Solver::propagate()?????????????????????? unit clause rule
???????????????????????? trail ???????trail ????
????????????????????????????c[2] ?? c[c.size()-1] ??














? dinamic restart ???????????????????
2.3.4 phase saving (progress saving)
























?? 1 ??????????????????????????? CDCL ??????
?????phase saving ?????????????????decision ???????
???? 1 ?????????????????????????????phase saving
??????? CDCL ?????????MiniSat2.2 ??????????
2.3.5 blocking literals
blocking literals ? CMUSAT[4] ?????????2 ??????????????













????// make sure the false literal is c[1]
????...
???? Lit false lit = p;
????
???? if (c[0] == false lit)
????? c[0] = c[1], c[1] = false lit;
????...
gµ ´
??????????c[1] ???? False ????? (???????? false lit) ?
???????????????? c[0] ? True ??????????????????
???????????????? false lit ???????????????????
?????????????????? false lit ???????????? True ??
???????????????? blocking literals ????????????????
???????????????MiniSat2.2 ???????????????????
?????????





?? while ( trail is not empty )f
???? Lit p = trail[qhead++]
???? vec <Watcher>& ws = watches[p]
???? if ( blocker is true) ????? clause is already satis¯ed, continue
???? make sure the false literal is c[1]
???? for each clause of ws jcjf
?????? if ( c[0] is true ) f
???????? clause is already satis¯ed, continue
?????? g else
???????? for ( for i in 2..c.size()-1 )
????????? if ( c[i] is not false )
?????????? swap(c[1], c[i]), looking for new watch
?????? if ( c[0] is false ) f
























?????????????????????0 ? 1 ??? 2 ??????????







?? SAT ??? SAT ??? ex-sat
???
?????????????????? SAT ??? SAT ??? ex-sat ??????
?????????????
4.1 ??







?? at-least-k ??????????? k ??????????????? at-most-k
?????
4.1.2 ?????? (????????????)
??????? C ??? at-least-k ?? C¸k ??????????????? C¸1
?????????? at-most-k ?? C·k ????????????????????
4.1 ?? 22
????????




li)g¸x ­ fB [ (
k[
i=1
:li)g¸y = fA [Bg¸x+y¡k (4.2)
(A \B = ; x; y; k 2 N k · min(x; y))
? (4.1) ?????n ????????? at-least-k ??????????????
???? ???? at-most-(n ¡ k) ?????????????????at-least-k ?
??? at-most-k ??????????????????????????????
?????????????? at-least-k ???????????????????
???? at-least-k ????????????????? (4.2) ??????????
????????????????????????­ ? 2 ???? resolution ??
????????????????? A ??? at-least-x ????????????
? B ??? at-least-y ????????????????????? k ??????
resolution ??? A ? B ?????????????????? at-least-(x + y ¡ k)
?????fA [ (Ski=1 li)g¸x ? fB [ (Ski=1 :li)g¸y ????????????????
fA [B [ (Ski=1 li) [ (Ski=1 :li)g¸x+y ??????????????? k ??????
??????? (4.2) ??????????
4.1.3 ?????? (????????????)
?????????????resolution ?????????????????? 1 ??
??????????? 1 ????????????????????cardinality ??
?????????????????? [1]?
4.1.4 ???
?? SAT ????????? DIMACS ????????????????????
??Ln l1 l2 . . . 0? (n 2 N) ???????????????????????
4.2 ?? SAT ??? ex-sat ??????? 23¶ ³
p cnf 4 5
c 4 variables, 5 clauses
1 2 0
1 -2 3 0
1 -3 0
3 4 0
L2 1 2 3 4 0µ ´
???????? SAT ???????????????????? 1 ???? 4 ?
?? 2 ????????????????????? SAT ?????????????
???¶ ³
p cnf 4 8
c 4 variables, 5 clauses
1 2 0
1 -2 3 0
1 -3 0
3 4 0
1 2 3 0
1 2 4 0
1 3 4 0
2 3 4 0
µ ´
???????????????????????????????????????
4.2 ?? SAT ??? ex-sat ???????
ex-sat ? MiniSat2.2 ??????????MiniSat2.2 ??????????????
??????????? Clause ???????????ex-sat ????? MiniSat2.2
? Clause ???????????????????????????????




???? unsigned mark ??? : 1; // before: mark = 2
???? unsigned exclause??: 1; // added
???? unsigned learnt???: 1;
???? unsigned has extra ? : 1;
???? unsigned reloced?? : 1;
???? unsigned size????: 27;
?? g header;
??
?? union Lit lit; int type; °oat act; uint32 t abs; CRef rel; data[0];
??...
gµ ´
MiniSat2.2 ?? mark ??????? 2 ???????????ex-sat ?? 1 ??
????????????????? exclause ????????????????
cardinality (at-least-k ???? k) ??????????????????int ?? type
?????????????
4.3 ex-sat ?????????
?? SAT ???????????SAT ???????????? CDCL ?????
?????????????deduction ??????????????????con°ict
analyze ????? resolution ??????????? (4.2) ????????????
4.3.1 deduction ???
? 2.2.2 ????? (at-least-1) ??????????????at-least-1 ?????
??????? 1 ????????????????at-least-k ???????????
? k ????????????? 4.1?????? propagate() ?? (????? 2.2.2
??) ??????
?????????????????????????????????? 4.2???
?????????? propagate LC() ????????
4.4 ??????????? 25
propagate(Ã, º)
Ã: a CNF formula, º: a variable assignment
begin
while 9 C¸1 2 Ã (C¸1 is a unit clause) and º(Ã) 6= 0 do
l := the unassigned literal in C¸1
º := º [ f(var(l); sign(l))g
if º(Ã) = 1 then
º = propagate LC(Ã, º)
return º
end
? 4.1 ex-sat ? propagate() ?????????
propagate LC(Ã, º)
begin
while 9 C¸k 2 Ã (C¸k is a k-ary clause) and º(Ã) 6= 0 do
while 9 l 2 C¸k (l is an unassigned literal)
º := º [ f(var(l); sign(l))g
return º
end








at-least-1 ????? 2 ???????????????????at-least-k ????
? k+1 ?????????????????????? n ??? at-least-(n-1) ??
at-most-1 ?????????????????????????????
propagate LC() ???????????????????? k-1 ?????????
??? 1 ?? False ???????????????????????????at-most-1
????????????????????????????????????ex-sat ?








blocking literals ??2 ????????????????????????????
??k+1 ???????????????????????? 1 ??????? True
????????????????????????????????????????







??????????????????????? (Pseudo-Boolean Constraints) ?
??????????????????????????????????
PN
i=1 aixi ¸ b
????????????????ai ? b ????xi ????????????? 1?







resolution ???????? 4.1.2 ?? (4.2) ???????????????????
???????????????????? [1] ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
5.2 ?????????? CNF ???????? 28
5.2 ?????????? CNF ????????
?????????????????????????????? (ES ??????)
?????? CNF ????????? [14]?ES ????n ????????????
k ??????????????????????????????????????,
at-least-k ?? at-most-k ?????????????? ES ????????????
??????????????????????????????? SAT ??????
MiniSat ???????????????????????
??????????????????????? SAT-Race 2010 ? Main Track ?











?????????????? International Timetabling Conpetiton 2007 (ITC
2007) [3]????????????????? Post Enrolment Course Timetabling ?
????????????? 24 ??????????????
6.1.2 Post Enrolment Course Timetabling
???????????????????????????????????????












???????????????????? Hard Constraints (H1 » H5) ????
????????????? Soft Constraints (S1 » S3) ??????????Hard
Constraints ? Soft Constraints ????
² H1: ????????? 2 ?????????????????
² H2: ???????????????????????????????????
?????
² H3: ????????? 2 ?????????????
² H4: ??????????????????????????
² H5: ????????????????????????
² S1: ????1 ????????????????
² S2: ????3 ???????????????
² S3: ????1 ?? 1 ???????????????
????????????????????? 1 ?????????????????
??????????????????????????????? Hard Constraints






6.1 ?????????? e??????s??????k ??????jCmj?????
??????????????? H1 ? S2 ? S3 ?????????H1 ? at-most-1
6.2 ???? 31
??S2 ? at-most-2 ??S3 ? at-least-2 ????????????S2 ? S3 ????
CNF ????????????? 9 ???????????? 2 ?????????
??????????????????????????? 10 ???????????
????????????? 1% ?? 10% ?????????????????
? 6.1 ????????????????
?? ????? ??? +???
H1 O(e2 ¢ s) O(s)
H2 O(e) O(e)




S2 O(s ¢ jCmj3) O(s ¢ jCmj)
S3 O(s ¢ jCmj2) O(s ¢ jCmj)
6.2 ????
ITC 2007 ???????? CNF ??? CNF ?????????MiniSat2.2 ???
?? ex-sat ??????????????????? SAT ?????????????
??????????????? 3 ???????????
² at-least-2 ?? (S3) ????????? (???L2)
² at-least-2 ??? at-most-1 ?? (H1) ??????? (???L2&M1)
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? 6.1 MiniSat2.2 ? ex-sat ??? (????)
24 ???????ITC2007 ??????????????????????????




? 6.3 MiniSat2.2 ? ex-sat ??? (?????)
MiniSat2.2 ex-sat(L2) ex-sat(L2&M1) ex-sat(L2&M1&M2)
10068.8 ? 7208.7 ? 6944.8 ? 10953.6 ?
??????????MiniSat2.2??????????ex-sat (L2)? ex-sat (L2&M1)
?????????ex-sat (L2&M1&M2) ??????????????? ex-sat
(L2&M1) ?MiniSat2.2 ??????????? 6.7 ??????? 1.8 ???????
??????????? 32.0 ????????????ex-sat (L2) ? ex-sat (L2&M1)
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* + - /











? 6.4 MiniSat2.2 ? ex-sat ??? (??????)
MiniSat2.2 ex-sat(L2) ex-sat(L2&M1) ex-sat(L2&M1&M2)








??????????????? CNF ????? SAT ??? ex-sat???????
??ex-sat (L2) ? ex-sat (L2&M1) ???????????????????????
ex-sat (L2&M1&M2) ????????????????????
7.1.1 ????????
?????????????????????????? MiniSat2.2 ? ex-sat ??
????
??????????????ex-sat (L2&M1) ??????ex-sat (L2) ??????
ex-sat (L2&M1&M2) ????????
??????? MiniSat2.2 ??????????? ex-sat ???????????
??ex-sat (L2) ?????? 12.9 ??????? 2.8 ????????????? 83.6
????????????ex-sat (L2&M1) ?????? 6.7 ??????? 1.8 ???
?????????? 32.0 ????????????ex-sat (L2&M1&M2) ?????
? 4.3 ??????? 1.2 ????????????? 32.6 ????????????
7.2 ????? 36
7.1.2 ??


















2011? 2? ?? ??
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